









Hi Teacher Education Network,
For this month, the Teacher Education Network has 
chosen the theme of   “Supporting Colleagues on Their 
Tech Journey.” Whether you are just getting started in 
your career, or have been in the profession for many 
years, there is always something to learn. With the 
changes in education and the rise of so many digital 

tools for learning, keeping up with the trends can be challenging, especially with 
the other responsibilities and demands on time that come with teaching and 
working in the field of education. In our roles as classroom teachers, instructional 
coaches, pre-service teacher mentors, or administrators, we must actively 
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explore and evaluate new technologies and methods to find the best possible 
learning experiences for those we lead. 

The mission of the Teacher Education Network is to provide the support and 
resources necessary for all educators, regardless of where they are on their 
journey. In this edition of the newsletter, we are rolling out some new features to 
really provide a lot of information that is beneficial to all teachers, regardless of 
where you are on your Tech Journey.  We have a guest post for this month,  
welcome more guest posts from our PLN in the upcoming months. Be sure to 
tune in to the videos and shared links and files. We will be sharing ideas for how 
to become more connected with other educators and including programs and 
resources for improving professional development for pre-service and in-service 
teachers. 

Our goal is to help prepare and also support new and current teachers for being 
successful in the increasingly digitally connected world. We welcome your ideas 
and invite you to share them in the online discussion forum as well as join in 
during our slow chat later this month, occurring from December 25 through 
December 31st. We are looking forward to our Book Study starting in January, 
where we will be reading “Edumagic: A Guide for Pre-service Teachers” written 
by Dr. Sam Fecich.

The Leadership Team wishes you a happy holiday season. 

R e g i s t r a t i o n O p e n s 
December 1st for the 
ISTE TEN Book Study 
and Slow Chat. Look for 
information shared using 
the #ISTETEN Hashtag!

Edumagic: A Guide for 
Preservice Teachers

Book Study Registration 
Link

https://twitter.com/search?f=tweets&vertical=default&q=%23ISTETEN&src=typd
https://amzn.to/2J9gMsA
https://amzn.to/2J9gMsA
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSctDhoH6DWFx21ppw5hQJDBLxf1YJ5ecO30A5BaLMgcLXKmdw/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSctDhoH6DWFx21ppw5hQJDBLxf1YJ5ecO30A5BaLMgcLXKmdw/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://twitter.com/search?f=tweets&vertical=default&q=%23ISTETEN&src=typd
https://amzn.to/2J9gMsA
https://amzn.to/2J9gMsA
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSctDhoH6DWFx21ppw5hQJDBLxf1YJ5ecO30A5BaLMgcLXKmdw/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSctDhoH6DWFx21ppw5hQJDBLxf1YJ5ecO30A5BaLMgcLXKmdw/viewform?usp=sf_link


ISTE TEN Needs You!

An amazing team of researchers through ISTE Teacher Educator Network (TEN) 
is conducting a research study titled, “Where are We Now? Technology 
Integration in Teacher Preparation.”

The purpose of this survey research is to gain a more comprehensive 
understanding of technology integration in pre-service teacher preparation across 
universities and colleges within the US.

What do you think? 
Did you feel your pre-service coursework prepared you to integrate technology 
into teaching and learning? How prepared? 

We’d love to know your opinion! 
If you agree to participate in the research study, you’ll be asked to complete the 
following: 

• A 15 minute maximum online survey.
• Optional! Participate in a 30 minute recorded interview and/or focus group. 

These will take place in a private Zoom online meeting room.

Please Share!
Please share this information with preservice or inservice teachers and higher 
education teacher preparation faculty. 

Contacts and Questions:
Please feel free to contact Jennifer Courduff with any initial questions or 
concerns you might have. If you have questions later, you may contact Jennifer 
via cell phone or text message (909-702-6461), or email (jcourduff@apu.edu). 

Please access and read the Statement of Informed Consent. Once you agree 
to participate, you will have direct access to the survey. Don’t forget to let us 
know if you are willing to participate in the Interviews or Focus Groups! Thank 
you for your participation!

mailto:jcourduff@apu.edu
https://kent.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8rmHHw1cvEscxxj


Virtual Co-op Program

Teacher Preparation programs need to embrace the 
ease of virtual connections to help pre-service teachers 
begin creating their PLNs from the very beginning.  See 

how one college is using technology to connect teacher candidates with 
classrooms across the state and learn how you can create a program like this or 
become of part of one. During this video we will show educators how one college 
is using technology to connect teacher candidates with classrooms and get tips 
on how other higher ed programs could create/adapt a program like this or how 
other educators can become a part of one. You will also be guided through the 
process of how to set up something like this in classes. By using a three pronged 
approach for teacher prep gone virtual Twitter, Digital presence, and Virtual co-
op. Tune in and watch three preservice teachers present about each of these 
three areas. Also be sure to check out the corresponding powerpoint to see the 
presentation more clearly.  

Teacher Prep Gone Virtual Presentation

Watch the Workshop Presentation!

The presentation and 
video are from a 
workshop Dr. Sam 
Fecich and three of her 
students provided at 
TRETC in 2018. 
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rRMFQBWBbbpfqMQLsMRhKYxyV04ymda_
https://www.sfecich.com/media
https://twitter.com/sfecich
https://twitter.com/sfecich


It Takes a Village

The high school where I teach is a traditional Catholic 
school. Our teachers are passionate, intelligent, and 
care deeply for our students, but we have an issue with 
change. Change is difficult for our school at times, and 
nowhere is this more evident than in our technology use 
and instruction. We currently have a 1:1 iPad program, 
but as with many schools, the comfort levels throughout 

our faculty and students vary.  

My colleague Edward Schultheis and I saw this variation in technology ability as 
an issue of equity and injustice. Students need to have a solid understanding of 
technology skills before they graduate high school, and it is incumbent upon 
teachers to model these skills for them, including appropriate use. While 
pedagogy must always come before the tools, technology can effectively be 
leveraged to help students grow in understanding and learning. We had to find a 
way to help guide those teachers who were hesitant or skeptical. We knew we 
could do something about it, and we decided to draw on our appreciation of the 
Edcamp model and create a professional development opportunity, the likes of 
which our colleagues had never experienced. Thus began the idea of “Edfest.”

The best teachers leverage whatever they can, including technology, to better 
assist learners in their classrooms. We knew our colleagues would do anything to 
better the lives of their students, even if it meant treading where they felt 
uncomfortable. Ed and I knew it didn’t have to be an uncomfortable experience, 
so we agreed to only use the words “professional development” between 
ourselves. Edfest was meant to be more open, more relaxing, and more 
enjoyable than any PD session, most of which had done little to help teachers 
embrace technology. We didn’t want to lecture them on how to use technology; 
we wanted them to discover for themselves what worked for them. And so we 
provided opportunity and choice.
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We began the day with a guest speaker, a student named Jacob who understood 
how technology helped him succeed in the classroom. Eloquently, Jacob 
explained what forms of technology integration were useful to students and 
where technology use was not needed at all. The idea that technology wasn’t 
always necessary was a point we wanted to make clear. Integration, where 
appropriate, was the theme of the day. Jacob helped teachers see how existing 
lessons, projects, and assignments could be made even better through 
technology use. 

After Jacob spoke, we used Edcamp’s “rule of two feet” and multiple sessions to 
allow participants the freedom to explore available technology, gain hands-on 
experience, and share pedagogy. Many teachers were amazed at the simplicity 
and power of tools such as 
Flipgrid, Recap, and 
Screencast-o-Matic. 
Another colleague of ours 
walked teachers, step by 
step, through preparing a 
lesson using technology, 
whether its goal was a 
flipped class or to prepare 
for remote learning on 
snow days.

We kept the sessions 
short, but we learned later we didn’t need to. Feedback we received showed that 
teachers loved the personal feel of the day, the attention to the individual, and the 
precise methods we used to introduce technology. They wanted more, and Ed 
and I have remained de facto technology coaches in a school where that position 
doesn’t exist. In some small way, Edfest made PD and technology instruction 
personal, and that made all the difference. We hope to host another Edfest in the 
summer of 2019, building on what we learned last year. Most importantly, we 
discovered that teachers who are hesitant or fearful to integrate technology are 
some of the boldest experimenters when you take the time to guide them on their 
journey.



Building a PLN: The More You Share 
the More You Learn

Being part of a PLN has made all the difference for me. 
Few educational experiences in my life have done more 
to help me learn and grow as a lifelong learner. I love my 
PLN.  

I’ve only spent about half of my educational career as an active member of a 
Personal Learning Network. I still remember getting started as a science teacher 
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in 1992. I was given some paper resources (The internet was still little more than 
a fad at this point)  and a syllabus for the class. I was the only one teaching the 
class, so I was mostly on my own. I created, experimented, and revised activities 
and assessments by myself. My students were my critics. If I was lucky enough 
to attend an educational conference, I sat in the back of the room and diligently 
recorded ideas and resources that I would take back to my classroom and my 
students. I kept to myself, I am an introvert by nature.  I thought I was doing all I 
could to grow as an educator and help my students. I was wrong.

In April of 2009, I joined Twitter. I won’t lie to you and tell you that this made all 
the difference right away, there was no glorious light that suddenly appeared from 
the heavens, but it was the open gate that started me on my path as a contributor 
to a Global PLN. I mainly just lurked on Twitter until the ICE Conference in 2012, 
where I discovered the power of the educational hashtag. This is the moment 
where I was off and running. I made new connections and began collaborating 
outside of my school. I met, collaborated, and learned from educators both in a 
digital world and in the real world. It was and continues to be a glorious 
experience. Today I love to learn, collaborate, and share on a variety of social 
media platforms with educators from around the world. I also no longer hide in 
the back of the room at conferences. I present, I tweet, and I collaborate every 
chance I get whenever and wherever I can. I like to think that I might be making a 
small difference for students somewhere outside of my classroom

In an effort to support other educators who want to get started on their PLN 
journeys,  we’ve created a Personal Learning Network Interactive. The document 
is designed to provide both new and experienced connected educators with new 
opportunities and experiences to grow as lifelong learners.

Personal Learning Networks for Educators Interactive

I Believe We Owe It To Ourselves  and Our Students to Make New 
Connections, Explore New Resources, & Share Ideas Whenever and 

Wherever We Can!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fyyy7cDIBtVr3liYFSJCkJyMJ_pLOxfiSwcwg8DYu8c/preview


If you are already engaged in Twitter, Facebook, Voxer, Google + or someplace 
else as a learner, set aside an hour or two each week to learn something new. If 
you have not taken a dive in social learning why not get started today? Here are 
a few additional resources to help you build our collaborative PLN.
• Share Your Why! - Teaching and Learning Flipgrid
• 10 Great Hashtags Educators Should be Exploring
• Innovative Educational Organizations to Follow on Twitter
• 25 Innovative Educators to Follow on Twitter
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https://flipgrid.com/b1yn74
http://rechargelearning.blogspot.com/2017/12/10-great-hashtags-educators-should-be.html
http://rechargelearning.blogspot.com/2017/06/innovative-educational-organizations-to.html
http://rechargelearning.blogspot.com/2017/06/25-innovative-educators-to-follow-on.html


Build, Build Build! Expanding Your 
PLN Beyond the Mainstream

In school, as in life, building solid, trusting relationships 
is key to authentic learning. This is not rocket science. 

It’s just good, plain common sense. That said, there are some amazing, free 
resources that provide information and real support of people - students - parents 
- teachers- administrators - the whole shabang. 

Here are a few that I consider to be top of the top! Enjoy!
• Understood.org: https://www.understood.org/en/ Huge support for parents 

of children and youth ages 3-20. The site includes personalized resources, 
free daily access to experts, a secure online community, practical tips and 
more! 

• AbleNet: https://www.ablenetinc.com/ Over 245 free 24/7 professional 
development webinars for   teachers and parents. Free online assistive 
technology consultations, and much more!  

• Accessible technology (AT) Coalition: https://atcoalition.org/training/ 

More free training and support offerings for teachers, parents, students, 
and support personnel. 

Check these out! The support is amazing and available 24/7 for everyone.
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Professional Learning Communities

At Cal State Fullerton, one way we are supporting our 
colleagues in technology integration is through a 
Professional Learning Community. We acknowledge that 
PLCs in Higher Education and in particular Teacher 
Education are not a common form of professional 
learning. We chose a PLC approach over a Community 

of Practice for two reasons. First, given that DuFour would suggest that a PLC is 
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an opportunity for educators to engage in reflection and dialogue that focuses on 
what we want students to learn; and second because as faculty we talk to 
students about PLCs at the schools where they are placed, but none of our 
colleagues had ever actually been a part of a formal PLC. We invited all 
Department colleagues and 8 joined.

Understanding our colleagues, our programs, and our teacher candidate needs 
(from accreditation data), we designed the PLC with two meetings per month: 
one on campus and one virtual. Virtual meetings were held using a range of 
applications including Zoom, Flipgrid, and Moodle. In addition to meetings we 
created a group Voxer chat for the community as a means for ongoing support 
and communication.

Facilitating a Teacher Educator PLC
The process of implementing the PLC was very organic and shared between all 
members, however we were 
the managers of the LMS and 
also created agendas for 
meetings.

Our first meeting focused on 
setting PLC norms and goals 
and individuals setting 
personal goals. We  also 
made sure that the PLC had 
a strong theoretical 
foundation - understanding 
the iMaker population. The 
iMakers (Green & Donovan, 2018) include our teacher candidates but more 
importantly the learners in today’s K16 classrooms. Knowing who our students 
are and what their needs and learning preferences are allowed us to have a 
collective foundation despite having individual goals for PLC involvement.  

The focus of  both on-campus and virtual sessions emerged from conversations, 
questions raised, and requests of community members.  To stay as true as 

https://zoom.us/
https://flipgrid.com/
https://moodle.org/
https://voxer.com/


possible to the PLC construct, we began each session with talking about data 
(from the Department level and personal experience) and then moved into 
discussing resources and strategies for addressing needs. 

Celebrations and Challenges
Our biggest celebration was the desire of all participants to continue the 
community.  Other celebrations came on a monthly basis (at meetings or via our 
group Vox)  when members shared personal celebrations of implementing 
something they had learned in the community with a positive teacher candidate 
reception and evidenced growth in learning. 

Another celebration was the overall success of the community as a community. 
The use of Voxer and Zoom 
allowed us as community 
members to stay in touch but 
also broke down time barriers for 
support. Community members 
were comfortable ‘Voxing’ with 
quick questions about a resource 
or strategy that was shared. At 
times the vox led to a quick 
Zoom meeting in which we could 
share screens and walk 
members through a technical 
issue they were having.

We did not (surprisingly) experience many challenges. Connected to our success 
of the community being a community, was the challenge of how to help all 
community members see themselves as valuable and equal community 
members. As facilitators we had to continually step back and remind community 
members that it was a community. Despite our expertise in educational 
technology, we were not the experts who were driving the PLC--rather, we all had 
expertise and we  were all learning together.  



Research Study Opportunity
Looking for some ideas and feedback for a bit of research that I am doing on 
education and teaching. If you have a few minutes, please respond to some of 
the questions in the survey. There are 12 questions, it is anonymous unless you 
want to share more ideas or fol low up, you can reach me at 
rdene915@gmail.com or @rdene915 on Twitter or Voxer.  Thank you!

Dr. Torrey Trust shares ideas for supporting colleagues on their tech journey!

https://goo.gl/forms/W0Y106X3VkqzTS9z2
mailto:rdene915@gmail.com


ISTE TEN Archives
Have you ever wanted to look back through one of our amazing resource-
filled newsletters or Twitter Chats? If yes, then you’re in luck! We put 
together an ISTE TEN Archives site featuring our previous TEN newsletters 
as well as other resources: https://isteten.wixsite.com/archives Check it 
out! Thank you to Deborah Kerby for putting this site together!

Get Involved

Want to get involved in TEN? We are always looking for 
more volunteers to share their time, expertise and 
ideas.TEN strives to provide you with information that is 
relevant and timely. If you want to share ideas for 
upcoming newsletter topics that are relevant to the TEN 
community or want to get involved with the TEN 
community, contact me at  dmcelroy@graceland.edu.

Sincerely,
Dennis McElroy @acoustimac
Newsletter Editor for the Teacher Education Network 

https://isteten.wixsite.com/archives
mailto:dmcelroy@graceland.edu
http://www.twitter.com/acoustimac


ISTE

Check out the ISTE Commons forum at Teacher Education Network 

�  Twitter  #ISTETEN
Follow the page  (https://twitter.com/ISTETEN) and #ISTETEN for the 
monthly twitter chats. Please join us each month as we share in a highly 
interactive and rousing discussion!

Twitter #TEPLN
Follow the page (https://twitter.com/ISTE_TEPLN) and #TEPLN hashtag for 
edtech news, webinar discussions, conference back channel 
conversations, and more. We encourage you to become active members in 
these communities by writing and responding to posts and sharing 
resources, ideas, and questions.

�  Google+  Community  
Connect with the Google+ Community (https://plus.google.com/u/1/
communities/100106676856576705132).  
 

�  TEN LinkedIn Group  
Join the TEN LinkedIn Group (https://www.linkedin.com/groups/ISTE-
Teacher-Education-Network-6585605) to engage in discussions about the 
monthly Teacher Education topic (e.g., UDL, assessment, edTPA, PLNs), 
see the latest job announcements in instructional technology, follow-up on 
the monthly webinar, share your expertise, and build your network. 

https://goo.gl/forms/Ptvct2kzahrG8xA62
https://goo.gl/forms/Ptvct2kzahrG8xA62
http://connect.iste.org/connect/communities/viewcommunities/groupdetails/?CommunityKey=1d70bfc7-2a6c-4491-b776-27a84fd2ffb3
https://twitter.com/ISTETEN
https://twitter.com/ISTE_TEPLN
https://plus.google.com/u/1/communities/100106676856576705132
https://plus.google.com/u/1/communities/100106676856576705132
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/ISTE-Teacher-Education-Network-6585605
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/ISTE-Teacher-Education-Network-6585605
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/ISTE-Teacher-Education-Network-6585605

